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Systematic research on current aticraft gas-turbine combustors was
cotiucted to determine and to generalize for this type of combustion
system the effeet on performance of operating variables, of geometric
or=design variables, and of fuel variables. The effeet of operating
variables on steady-state performance of turbojet combuetors is pre-
sented; the results described pertain to liquid-fuel turbojet com-
bustors of the type in general use at present and operating on
the fuels for which they were designed - gasoline or kerosene. Trpnds
depicting the effect of inlet-air pressure, temperature, end velocity
and fuel-air ratio on performanb ce charactetiistics,such as combustion
efficiency, maximum temperature rise attainable, pressure loss, and
combustor-outlettemperature distribution are described for a number of

● combustors. These trends are further discussed as they effect signif-
icant changes in the turbojet e~ine, such as altitude operational lim-
its, specific fuel consumption, thrust, acceleration, and turbine life=

The combustion efficiency decreases if combustor-inlet pressure
p or temperature T is decreased, or if-cambustor velocity V iS
increased. The parameter pT/% plotted against combustion efficiency
generalizes a large-amount of cumbustor data adequately. Because of
the effects of the combustor-inlet pressure and temperature, combustion
efficiency decreases with increased altitude or decreased engine speed.

The maximum temperature rise attainable from a given combustor
also decreases if combustor-inletpressure or temperature is decreased,
or if combustor reference velocity is increased. As a result, for any
aircraft gsa turbine, at each engine speed an altitude exists above
which the engine will not operate because of a Mmit in temperatuzw
rise available from the ccnibustor. These ssme factors similsrl.y
imyose a limit on the temperature rise available for acceleration at
altitudes below the operational limit just described.
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According to examination of data,
one-half of the usual 4- to 6-percent

NACA M 150E31

on various combustors2 more than
loss In the comlmstor of the

inlet total pressure is usuall~ due to aerdlynamic dreg in the com-
buster.

The average deviation of the combuetor-outlet temperature from
the mean is unaffected by inlet-air conditions as long as combustion
Is stable and vapor lock does not occur in the fuel-injection system.
The temperature deviation increases with the outlet temperature. Thpe
the average deviation from the mean combustor-outlettemperature is
‘generally the greatest at high-altitude, full-engine-speed conditions
where both high outlet temperatures and inefficient and unstable ccxa-
bustion are encountered.

The
research

INTRODUCTION

HACA Lewis laboratory is engaged in a program of combustion .
to aid in achievim! the most effective utilization of com-

bustion for flight. This p~ogram involves fundamental studies
directed at understandingbasic combustion processes and systematic
investigations,directed at application of combustion processes to
combustors for aircraft engines. The fundamental studies provide
the background information for future developments and aid in the
interpretationand the understanding of combustor research. The
NACA systematic research on aircraft gas-turbine combustors is being
conducted to determine and to generalize for this type of combustion
system the effect on performance of operating variables, of geometric
or design variables, and of fuel variables. It is the l.ntentof this
study to review and to summarize the principal results from NACA
research on current gas-turbine combustors.

This paper is limited to a discussion of the effect of oper-
ating variables on steady-state combustor performance (reference 1).
The effects of design and fuel variables, as well as the transient-
state problems of ignition and acceleration.andany analytical solu-
tion of gas-turbine-combustorperformance that proves possible, are
considered outside the scope of this paper. Basically, the operating
variables are inlet-air pressure, temperature,velocity, and fuel-air
ratio. The primary performance characteristicsobserved are combus-
tion efficiency,maximum temperature rl.seattainable, pressure loss,
and combustor-outlettemperature distribution. The trends observed
are further discussed as effects significant to the turbojet engine,
such as altitude operational limits, specific fuel consumpt~on,
thrust, acceleration.,and turbine life. Although most of the trends
were observed with turbojet combustors, they should also be directly
applicable to turbine-propellercombustors.
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The data as shown and discussed are selected as representative

of the many data avaflable from investigations that have been con-
ducted with six different can-type combustors, with five different
annular combustors~ and wtth numerous modifications to several of
these annular combustors. The fuels used in the work reported here
were the fuels for which the combustors were designed; that is,
gasoline- and kerosene-type fueh. The data in this report are
intended to be illustrative, to indicate the manner in which present
aircraft gas-turbine combustors operate, and to aid research on and
further development of such combustors.

AIRCRAFT G$s—TmEmE WMHEmoR

The combu.storfor the aircraft turbine engine must efficiently
conrert the chemice.1energy in fuel and tir to thermal energy for
doing useful work. The special requirements that an aircraft turbine
engtne be flexible in operation and of light weight and low frontsl
area tmpose certain unique demands on the aircraft gas-turbine com-
buster. Not only must the combustorlxzrn fuel continuously and effi-
ciently, but a large smount of fuel must be burned.in a smell space
and in a short time. The pressure loss in the combustor must be kept
low in order to avoid excessive loss in engine-cycle efficiency; the
distribution of temperature at the combustor outlet must be free of

● %ot spots’}and be of a pattern to yovfde msximwn turbine blade life;
starhing and acceleration of the engine must be reliable; ccdnzstion
should not cause .cerbondeposits or soot; and, of course, the ccm-

S
InzetAonequipmntnuzst be M&weight and durable. With all these
requirements, the cowbusta must operate over a wide range of condi-
tions. For example, in a typical turbo~et combustor, inlet-air
pressure may be as high as 75 pounds per square inch absolute or es
low as 2 pounds per squere inch absolute; inlet-air tem~rature may
vary from approxinate~ 400° to -65° F; and air mess flow may vary
over umre than a Wirt@old reage. Combustor velocities (that is,
reference velocity based on the state of the air at the inlet, the air
mass flow, end the mZKhuum cross-sectional erea of the combustor} em
cmrrently of the order of 30 to 200 feet per second. Water injection
in the engine for thrust augmentation, as well as climatic conditions,
imposes wide vsr~tions of humidity at the combustor inlet.
Temperature-rise requirements may vary frmu50° or 100° to 2000° F’or
more, representing theoretical fuel-afr ratios of frcm about 0.001 to
0.025, a range that is clearly outside the r-e of inflammability
limits deterIMned in static tests for hydrocarbons and air at a
pressure of 1 a~phere.

●

v
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Early application of combustion to the aircraft gas turbine was
described by Frsmk Whittle, British pioneer in jet propulsion, in
1945 (reference 2). The development of a combustor using atomized
sprsT injection of the fuel is attributed by Whittle to the assist-
ance of Lubbock. Since this initial discussion by Whittle, Shepherd
(reference 3), Lloyd (reference 4), Watson and Clarke (reference 5),
Mock (reference 6), Nered (reference 7), and Way (reference 8) have
also described the further development of aircraft gas-turbine com-
bustors and have discussed their observations of the performance of
such combustors.

In order to aid in describing the general combustion technique
that has been evolved to meet the requirements of aircraft gas
turbines for the widely vsriant conditions mentioned in the
“Introduction,“ several pertinent facts sre noted here:

(1) The inflammability limit of fuel in air may be expected to
set an appxrent limit on the combustor that must be overcome. In
figure 1 are shown the inflsmnabilitylimits ,fora 100-octane gsso-
line in air and the required operating range for a typical turbojet
combustor with the over-all fuel concentration indicated for the
combustor. The data show that the over-en fuel-air ratio of the com-
bustor is at all.times too lean for ccanbustion. Irovisiontnust be
made in the combustor for the achievement of fuel-air ratios within
the inflammabilitylimits. The inflammabilitylhnits progressively &

narrow as pressure is reduced below about 4 pounds per squsre Inch,
and below 0.68 pound yer square inch absolute no ignition at all is
possible, which indicates an increasingly difficult combustion problem k

at low pressures with an absolute minimum pressure for combustion
existing. Resesrch by other investigators has shown that this minimum
ignition pressure for hydrocarbons in air is nearly independent of
initisl temperature of the mixture, at least over the temperature
range -50° to 300° F.

(2) The temperatures required at various pressures to cause
spontaneous ignition of a hexane-air mixture neer stoichiometric
proportion&.ere shown in fi~e 2. This curve is typical of those
found for many hydrocarbons. The temperature required for igniting
the mixture rises appreciably as pressure is decreased, which implies
that efficient combustion will N more difficult to initiate and to
maintain at low pressure.

(3) The en.ergyrequired of an electric sp=kto ignite a propane-
air mixture as a function of gae velocity at three low pressures is
shown in figure 3. The mixture composition is approximately that
requiring minimun energy. These data not only demonstrate further

-.,- $L
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that it will be increasingly difficult to maintain continuous ini.ti-
* ation of combustion.as pressure ZS dec~ased, but also indicate that

the energy needed for ignition increases as the time of exposure of
P the combustible charge to the ignition source decreases.
%
w

The ignition delays for two fuels added as liquid droplets to air
at a pressure of 1 atmosphere and at various temperatures are shown in
figure 4. If t~ical reference velocities of current turbojet com-
bustors are considered, a fuel droplet passing straight through the com-
bustor would have about 0.02 second to ignite and to burn canpletely.
Frm figures 2 to 4, it is.apparent that not only must a high-
temperature zone for the ignition of fuel be maintained, but provision
must be mmie for allowing sufficient time for conibustionto proceed
to completion.

In figure 5 are shown the uniform flame velocity in a quiescent
mixture of hexane in air at 1 atmosphere and the velocity required to
blow out a fleme of premixed gesoline vapor and air seated on a plate
punched with l/4-inch holes to provide 17.2-percent-open area. The
flame speed of gasoline does not differ appreciably from that of hexane.
Because of the sheltered zones behind the plate and of turbulence, the
velocities required for blow-out are much higher then the fleme
velocities measured in quiescent mixtures. Klso shown in figure 5 is

“ the.over-all velocity and fuel-air-ratio requirement for the typicel
9 turbojet combustor. This figure shows the necessity of having

turbulence and ‘shelter~d” ereas in the combustor to provide time for
the combustion process to proceed to completion. A consideration of

d figures 5 and 1 again emphasizes the necessity of providing a zone for
combustion where titure ratios near stoichicmetric will.exist.

Figures 1 to 5 sre in no way exhaustive of the fundamentals of com-
bustion, but are presented only to show in a general way the nature of
the combustion problems for the aircraft gas-turbine engines. In brief,
figures 1 to !5show that satisfactory combustion requires fuel-air
ratios in”the range nesr stoichiometric, that fuel and air must reach
pressures and temperatures above definite limiting values for combustion
to occur, and that sufficient time must be d.lowed for combustion to be
initiated and comgleted. From a consideration of typical combustor
requirements as tiposed by the engine and as noted in figures 1, 2, and
5, it is apparent that the over-all operating conditions for gas-turbine
combustors do not coincide with the conditions requisite for combustion
and that a speciel design technique is required if cmnbustion is to
occur at all.

.

w
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The basic gas-turbine-comlmstordesigns that exe currently in
general use are shown in figure 6, which illustrates three alter-
native arrangements of combustor for aircraft gas-turbine engines.
In $igures 6(a) and 6(b), several tubulsr or can-type combustors are
symmetrically arranged around the engine between the compressor and
the turbine, W in figure 6(c) an annu@r combustor occupies the
sane space, but is obviously a single combustor. The can-type com-
budor may be either a reverse-flow type (fig. 6(a)) or a strtight-
through type (fig. 6(b)]; the straight-throughtype is in more general
use than the reverse-flow type. As the arrows in figure 6 show, air
passes through holes distributed in the walls of a flame tube, or
liner, that is concentric within the outer cestng of the cmbustor.
=Ordinerilya hytiocarbon fuel such aa gasoline or kerosene is admitted
at the upstrean end of the combustor. The fuel may be sprayed as an
atomized liquid (atcmZzing conibustor),may be externally vaporized and
admitted, or may be vaporized inside the combustor prior to being mixed
with air end burned (vaporizing combustors}; liquid spray is currently
the most widely used method. The fuel is ignited and burns with the
air in the uystream end of the combustor, that is, the primary air.
The fuel-air ratios in this zone of combustion ~e obviously richer
than the over-all operating fuel-air ratios (figs. 1 and 5); low
initial velocities, turbulence, and afr-flowreversals in this zone
inmu?e that fresh charge is brought to ignition temperatures (fig. 2),
aad provide time.for the combustion to be inttlated and to occur
(figs. 3 to 5). As the b-”ed or bumtng gases pass downstream, more 4
air, that is, the secondary air, enters the flame tube and dilutes &

—

cools the gases to temperatures t@erable to the tizrbine. Thus the
requlremsnts for combustion depicted in figures I to 5 are essentially ti-

met. Satisfactory co?ibustionwl.11depend on fulfillment of these con-
ditions and burning of ell the fuel before quenching by the cmbustor
wells and by the secondsry-air terminates combustion. Typical heat-
release rates (Btu/(hr)(cuft)(atm}) of turbojet combustors t~t ~ve
been developed acccmxlingto the principles described are about 100 t~s
that of anatural.-draft gas burner and about 20 times that of the
modern msrine oil-firing burner.

.

APPARATUS AND lX3~TION

Apparatus

A diegrsm of a typicsl.appatus for the investigation of gas-
tmblne-cab~tor perfo~ce ts shown in figure 7. The combustor 3s
connected to the Labora%ry air-supply and exhaust systems. Both rocxn-
temperatwre ati, with presswes ranging up to 60 zounds per sq~e inch
absolute> and refrigerated air, with teqeratures ranging downto

.

—
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-70” F, sre available. The inlet-air temperature is regulated by means
u of either an electric or c-ustion heater. -th atmospheric and slti-

tude exhaust, with pressures ranging down to 4 inches of mercury abso-
P
w lute, ~e available. The air flow and pressure in the combustor are
% re@atid by remote-controlled valves located upstresm and downstream of

the combustor.

A calming chember is located upstream of the combustor to give a
unifomn velocity distribution in the combustor-tiet duct. The ducts
at the inlet and the outlet of the ccmbustor sre fabricated to simulate
the air passages in the design engine. A primsry cooler, consisting of
pressure-atomizing spray rmzzles that inject water into the efiaust
gases, is located upstream of the exhaust-regulatingvalve. A secondary
cooler of similar design is installed farther downstream to further cool
the exhaust gases when they are passed into the sltituds-exhaust system.

Obsemation windows are provided at several locations to permit
visual observation of the ccmibustion.

Instrumentation

1 The principsl instrument stations, as shown in figure 7, sre ‘sta-
tion 1 at the ccmbustor inlet, station 2 at the combustor outlet, d

b station 3 located some distance do~tresm of the combustor. At sta-
tion 1 are located iron-constantsn thermocouples and pressure probes to
determine the inlet-air temperature and total pressure, respectively.w
The thermocouple junctions and the pressure probes me placed at
centers of equsl sreas in the duct, with one thermocouple Junction and
one pressure probe for approximately 8 square inches of duct area.
Also at station 1 are located wall static-pressure taps, generally at
four stations equaUy spaced about the periphery of the duct, and two
or more stream static-~essure probes.

At station 2 sre located chrcanel-al.umelthermocouples and pressure
probes to determine the cmbustor-outlet temperature and total pressure.
The thermocouple @nctione and total-pressure probes sre placed at
centers of equal aress in the duct, with one thermocouple junction for
approximately 2 squsre inches of duct area and one pressure probe for
approximately 4 squere inches of duct area. The thermocouples and the
total-pressure probes were constructed in the form of multiple-point
rakes. A diagram of a typical six-~int thermocouple redceis shown in
figure 8(a); the insert shows scme detaih of construction. A diagr~
of a t~ical four-point totsl-pressure r- iS shown in figure 8(b).
Also at station 2
location to tiose

are wall static-pressure taps similar in-number and
at station 1.
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Two or more nwltiple-shieldea chromel-alumel thermocouples of the
type shown in figure 8(c) are generally inserted through packing glands v

at station 3 so that horizontal and vertical.traverses can be made to
determine average temperatures snd thereby check the readings obtained
at station 2. :

l-l

The thermocouples are connected through multiple switches to
calibrated self-balancing potentiometers. The’fuel flow is metered by
calibrated”rotamehrs. The air flow is metered by a square-edge orifice

—

installed and calibrated according to A.S.M.E. specifications. The
pressure taps are connected to a bank of manometers and these manometers
are photographed to obtain data records.

TECHNIQUE3 AND PROCEDURJH

Methods and Accuracy

The combustor-inlettotal pressure and temperature are taken aa
the arithmetic mesn values of the individual readings, which generally
very less than&3 percent from the mean values at this station. The
combustor-outlettemperature and total ~essure ere sJ.sotaken as the
arithmetic mean v~ues of the individual readings at station 2. The
tndividuel re~ings at station 2 vary considerably from the mean values,
es will be subsequently discussed. d

Thermocouple indications sre taken as true values of total temper-
ature with no correction for radiation, stagnation, or conduction along

k

the thermocouple lesds. The rsdiation effects =e minimized by insu-
lating the outside of the duct at station 24 thereby causing the duct
wall to attain a temperature only about 100 F below the mean gss-streem
temperature. Bare-wire themnocouples are used at station 2 becauee a
lerge nwnbdr of readings ere necessary to obtain a reasonably reliable
mean VS3.USof the ccmbustor-outlettemperature; shielded thermocouples

—

would give too much blockage of the duct area. The technique is
described and discussed in reference 16.

The accuracy of the combustor-outlettemperatures obtained from the
here-wire thermocouple indications was checked in three weys, according
to reference 16: (1) Two multiple-shielded thermocouples of the type
shown in figure 8(c) were placed just downstream of two of the bere-
wire themnocouples at station 2 in a t~ical couibustor. With amean
gas temperature of 1000° E’,the readings of both t~s of thermocouple
fluctuated as much as=%OO F with time. Readings of both types of
thermocouple were taken almost simultaneously, and the shielded thermo-
couples sgreed with the be2e-wire thermocouples within 10° 3’with

w
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neither type thermocouple reading consistently higher than the other.
G (2) In a typical test rig, comparisons were made between the mean

P combustor-outlettemperature obtained from the bare-wire thermocouples
‘Aco at station 2 and the mean temperature obtained tiom the traversing
“s shielded thermocouples at station 3. After correcting for the temper-

ature change due to heat loss througk the duct walls between stations
2 and 3, the mean temperatures at the two stations were found to agree
within 10° F with neither station giving a value consistently higher
than the other. (3) With several combustors, as the combustor-inlet
conditions were made more favorable, the combustion efficiency progres-
sively increased and as~ptotically approached 100 percent.

Since reference 16 was written (May, 1948), bare-wire thermocouples
have been ccmpared with thermocouples having radiation shields of
platinumor gold pressed around tfiemas developed by the National
Bureau of Standards. The shielded thermocouples were first instelled
immediately downstream and then immediately upstreem of a few unshielded
thermocouples at station 2 in several typical combustors. For most of
the instruments and conditions investigated, the differences in read-
ings between the bare-wire end the pressed-shield-typethermocouples
were of the order of 2 to 3 percent with the bare thermocouples reading
higher when located on the upstreem or fleme side of the shielded
thermocouples, and lower when located on the downstream side. The
catalytic action of the platinum shield at temperatures below 1000° F

● gave higher recorded temperatures than did the gold shield, but the
effect was less than 2 percent of the temperatures recorded.

.
Inaamuch as fluctuations in flow and temperature at any point in

the turbojet-combustoroutlet preclude a high degree of accuracy, it
is concluded that the thermometric technique described,.elthough
probably no more accurate than 2 to 3 percent in many csses~ ti gen-
erelly satisfactory for evaluating the altitude performance of com-
bustors, particularly where the trend of performance with primery
veriables is of concern.

~erimental Procedures

Effect of inlet-air conditions on combustor perfoz?nance.- For the
investigation of the effect of inlet-air conditlona on combustor per-
formance, combustor-inletpressure, temperature, and velocity were
maintained constant at values typicel of sltitude operation of the com-
bustor in the engine, fuel flow was mried through a tide range, and
data were recorded at various fuel-air ratios. One of the thee
combustor-inlet parameters (pressure) temperature) or velocity) w= then.
maintained at scme new value, the other two parameters were maintained

*
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at the
cedure
varied

original values, and the fuel flow was again altered. This ~0-
was continued until each of the inlet-air conditions hed been
independently of the others. Combuetor-inletvelocity rather

then air mass flow was chosen as a paremeter because the residence time
of’a given sample of fuel and air in the c~bustor is more directly
related to flow velocity than to mass flow.

Effect of combustor characteristicson engine performance. - In
order to facilitate the determination of the effect of combustor oper-
ating characteristicson engine performsnce, combustors were investi-
gated at conditions simulating operation in the design engines at
V=iOUS flight conditions. Simulation of the operation of a combuetor
in flight requires maintenance of the conibustorinlet-air conditions
and the combustcm-temperaturerise at the values encountered in the
engine at the given flight condition. The required velues for the
inlet-air conditions and the temperature rise were obtained from
engine-performancedata c~piled in independent wind-tunnel and flight
investigations.

EF’EECTOF INLET-AIR CONDITIONS ON COMBOSTOR FEKFORMANCE

Effect on Combustion Efficiency and Combustor Temperature Rise

The effect of inlet-air conditions on the performance of an early
U. S. annuler combuetor is shown in figure”9. Although the quantitative
data of figure 9 apply only to the specific ccabustor used.for the
investigation,many of the genersl trends and phenomena that will be
discussed ere typicsl of the many ges-turbine combuston that have been
investigated. The.measured values of the mean temperature rise Mrou@
the combustor are plotted against the fuel-air ratio, and dashed curves
sre included for 60, 80, and 100 percent bfthe theoretical temperature
rise. The theoretical temperature-rise curves are besed on an initial
temperature of 65° F, the inlet temperature most used in the investi-
gation. The combustion efficiency canbe e~iimatedby interpolating
between the dashed curves indicating the percentage of theoretical
temperature rise.

Effect of inlet pressure. - Figure 9(a) shows the effect on com-
bustor performance of altering inlet pressure while maintaining inlet
temperature and”referencevelocity constant. At the highest inlet
pressure, the combustion efficiency (as obtained by interpolating
between the dashed lines) was above 95 yercent (except at fuel-air
ratios below 0.007, where the fuel spray was poor) and the temperature
rise through the combuetor increased with increase in fuel-air’ratio
throughout the range investigated. Operation at fuel-air ratios higher

.?

.
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than 0.018 was not attempted because local outlet temperatures exceeded&
the safe limits for the instrumentation. At low inlet pressures, the
combustion efficiency was low and the combustor temperature rise passed

Kw through a meximmn value with increase of fuel-air ratio within the range
w investigated. The data indicate that both the maximum temperature rise

attainable and the fuel-air ratio at which it occurred decreased as the
inlet pressure was decreased. As the fuel-air ratio was increased past
the value giving the maximum attai~ble temperature rise, combustion
elways became unsteady and a rich-limit blow-out occurred. Changes in
the slopes of the combuetor operating curves were always accompanied by
chaqjes in the type of o~ration, as shown by the letters indicating
the vez?ioustypes of unsteady combustion beside the data points on
figure 9. Changes in the fuel-air ratio were, of course, accompanied
by changes in the fuel-injection pressure, and hence in the fuel spray.
The curves of figure 9 show, however, that the combustion efficiency was
not merkedly effected by changes in fuel-air ratio except at very high
and at very low values of fuel-air ratio.

Effect of inlet temperature. - Similar data showing the effect of
inlet temperature on combuetor perfomnance are presented-in figure 9(b).
Comparison of figures 9(a) and 9(b) shows that a decrease in the inlet
temperature produced the same general effects on performance as a
decrease in inlet pressure. In the intermediate fuel-air-ratio range
on figure 9(b), dual perfoi’mancec~es were obtained and these curves.
are shown by dot-dash lines. This tendency of the combustor to drift
into different modes of operation existed when operating at conditions

. giving unsteady combustion. Ccmbustor operation followed the dot-
dash curves only when the fuel flow WSE grtiuelly increased from low
values; sudden changes in the fuel-flow rate would cause the camlm.stor
operation to change to that indicated by the solid curves.

Effect of reference velocity. - The effect of altering reference
velocity is shown in figure 9(c). An increase in the inlet velocity
had the-seinegeneral effects on performance as a decreaae in inlet
pressure or temperature.

Correlation. - The independent effects of combu@or-hlet pressure,
temperature, and velocity are such that a correlation results when com-
bustion efficiency is plotted against the pemmeter piTi/Vr. The

quantities pi and Ti are the static pressure and the absolute

temperature a~ the combuetor inlet, and Vr is the reference velocity

computed from the air mass flow, the combuetor-inlet-dr density, and
the msximum cross-sectional area of the ccmbuetor. Such a correlation
of the experimental data obtained with one annulsr turbojet combustor
is given in figure 10. For this particular combuetor, the scatter of
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the data points from the curves of figure 10 is within
obtained in day-to-day operation at the same operating

NACA RM E50H31

the limits
conditions. For

other combustors, however, the correlations sre not always so good as
that shown in figure 10, but the sane generel curve shape Is always
obtained. Fuel-air ratio Is known to affect combustion efficiency in
some combustors; this effect is unaccounted for In the parameter. In
addition, changes in combustor design, such as changes in fuel nozzle,
are not in the pmwaeter; however, the correlation is useful in pre-
dicting the efficiency of a given combustor at different operating con-
ditions or for comparing the performance of different combustors.

Effect on Combuetor I?ressureLoss

The simplified anelysis of combustor pressure loss presented in
reference 1 indicates that the ratio of the total-pressure loss through
the combustor to the effective dynamic pressure W/qe should correlate

as a straight-line function of the ratio of the comb~tor-inlet density
to the combustor-outletdensity pl/p2. The complex geometry of most

gas-turbine combustcms makes accurate computation of the effective
dynamic pressure impossible and a reference dynamic pressure qr is

therefore used. The straight-line correlation should be obtained using
!lr if qe bears a fixed ratto to ~. This reference dynamic pressure

is computed from the formula

where

Wa mass flow of air

g acceleration due

●

.

through ccmbustor, (lb/see)

to gravity, (ft/sec2)

A- maximum cross~sectionalarea of combustor housing, (sq ft)

-A plot of AP/~ egainst pl/p2 is shown in figure l.1for data
o%tahed with a t~icsl annular U. S. combustor. A straight-line corre-
lation is obtained as predicted from theoretical considerations. The
data scatter in figure 11 may be due to the fact that qe does not
have a fixed ratio to ~. .

.
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. The Talus for AP/qr at a density ratio of approximately 1 is the
vslue due to aerodynamic drag alone. The added pressure loss that

P occurs at higher density ratios is due to the mownt~ chsnge of thew
: gases flowing through the combustor.

Effect on Ccmibustor-OutletTemperature Distribution

The degree of nonuniformity of the combustor-outlet temperature
distribution can be expressed by the parsmeter—

IllAT1+AT2+AT3+ +... ..ATN

8=
N

where

8 mean deviation of individual thermocouple readings from average
combustor-outlettemperature

.

AT1 difference.between temperature indicated by thermocouple 1 at
station 2 and mean temperature at station 2

Ii total number of thermocouples at station 2b

Values of 5 obtained with a can-type combustor of British design

. are plotted against the combustor temperature rise in figure 12. For
this cabustor, 5 increases with increase in combustor temperature
rise throughout the range investigated. The data points on figure 12

● include operation at widely different combustor-inlet-air conditions;
the correlation therefore indicates that for the range investigated
with this combustor the inlet-air conditions have little effect on 5.
Values of the maximum deviation of a single thermocouple reading from
the mean temperature ere also shown in figure 12; these values follow
the ssme trend as those for the mean deviation 5, but the curve has
a greater slope. For many combustors, the values of 5, plotted as ‘
in figure 12, do not result in strai@t-line correlations. At con-
ditions where unsteady or fluctuati~ combustion occurs the values of
5 me much higher and do not follow the trends shown in figure 12.
High inlet-air temperatures sometimes cause vapor lock and resultant
uneven fuel distribution, which can cause 5 to increase markedly.

.

“
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EFIIECTOF COMBU8TOR CH&RAC!D?RX3TICSON ENGINE PERFORMANCE .

The relations between the besic operatIng variables and com-
bustor performance can be used to explain the effect of the operating

z
2

characteristicsof the ccmbustor on the performance of the turbojet
engine. The altitude, the engine rotational speed, and the flight

. speed determine the ~ombustor inlet-air conditions and the combustor-
outlet temperature required to run the engine under steady-state con-
ditions. As shown in the preceding section, the combustor performance
in turn depends on the combustor operating conditions. --

Altitude Operational Limits

Flight and altitude-wind-tunnelinvestigations of different
turboJet engines reveal that these engines have at each engine speed em
altitude ceiling above which the engine cannot operate. This altitude
operational limit is imposed by the combuetor performance. This impo-
sition is further demonstrated when the combustor alone is set up in a
duct for study, as previously described, and is operated with inlet-air
pressure, temperature, and velocity maintained at values required to
simulate engine operationlat particular altitudes and e~ine speeds.
By vsrying the fuel flow in an attempt to obtain the temperature rise
required for engine operation at each simulated altitude and engine

d

speed} the region of altitudes and speeds where the required tempera-
ture rise can be obtained is separated from the region where required
temperature rise cannot be obtdned.

.

The combustor operating conditions for two typical turbojet engines
at zero flight speed ere shown in figure 13. Altitude operational
limits for a typical annular combustor operating under the conditions
shown in figure 13 for the engine with a compressor pressure ratio of 3
are illustrated in figure 14; good agreement is indicated between the
data obtained in the altitude-wind-tunnelinvestigation of the complete
engine and that obtained in the independent comlnzetorinvestigation.
The operational limitations at high engine speeds were not obtained
in the combustor investigation. The combuetor hed fixed orifice fuel
nozzles and operated on AN-F-22 gasoline. As smatter of interest, the
combustor pressure along most of the operational-limit curve of fig-
ure 14 is 5 to 6 pounds per squsre inch absolute; the absolute l~t
to which canbustion canbe maintained waa previously cited as 0.68
pound per sq-e inch absolute for gasoline.

In order to illustrate how the Influence of inlet-air conditions
on the maximum temperature rise available frcm the cambustor causes

.
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sltitude operational limits, figures 15 and 16 =e presented. Rein.&ts
~e shown in figure 15 for which data were taken over a range of fuel-

P air ratios with combustor-inlet conditions simulating engine operation
w at seven engine speeds at an altitude of 20,000 feet. The mee.aured
E values of tem~rature rise through the combustor ere plotted against

the fuel-air ratios used to obtain them. The shape of these curves
● is, in general.,similar to those of figure 9. Curves for 100, 80, and

60 percent of theoretical temperature rise sre shown in figure 15. The
points where the curves surpass the temperature-rise requirement of the
engine are indicated by symbols that are connected by a dotted line.
At the intermediate simulated engine speeds, blow-out occurred before
the temperature rise reached the engine requirement. Because a change
of fuel flow in an engine is necessarily accompanied by changes in air
flow and combustor-inletpressure and temperature, these curves are not
truly representative of combustor operation in an engine. The fuel flow
could not be slowly adjusted in an engine to the values corresponding
to the yeeks of the curves without the other operating variables having
changed.

The temperature-rise requirement of the engine for normel operation
at verious engine speeds at an eltitude of 20,000 feet is shown in fig-
ure-16. Vslues of the meximum temperature rise attainable with verioti
simulated engine speeds .at this altitude (t*en fr~ the pee-keof the
curves in fig. 15) exe connected by a dotted line. The resulting curve

● falls below the temperature-rise requirement c&ve between engine speeds
of 38 and 68 percent rated rpm. The nonoperational range for the engine
therdfore exists between 38 and 68 percent rpm at an eltitude of

. 20,000 feet and this conclusion is substantiated by figure 14.

Combustor-inlet ~essures, temperature, and velocities existing i;
the engine at an altitude of 20,000 feet at various rotational speeds
are also shown in figure 16. At engine speeds below 38 percent rated
Z’PU,c~buetor-idet pressure and temperature are low, but the inlet
velocity is very low; and although the low pressure and temperat~e
have sn adverse effect on combustion, the very low velocity he.aa
favorable effect on combustion that.?norethan compensates for this
adversity, and the combustor can deliver a temperature rise in excess
of that required. As the engine is accelerated to higher engine speeds,
the combustor-inletpressure and temperature increase. At the same
time, however, the velocity increases very rapidly and this change has
a detrimental effect on cuubustion that more than counterbalances the
beneficial chsnges in the pressure and the temperature, as is evidenced
by the decrease in the temperature rise obtainable until the combustor
ceases to meet the engine requirements when a speed of 30 percent rpq
is reached.

.
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As the simulated engine speed is increased through the nonoper-
ational region, the inlet yressure and temperature increase &t accel- d

crating rates, whereas the reference velocity increases at a decel-
erating rate with increase in dm.i!.atedengine speed. At a simulated
speed of about 60 percent rated rpm, the favorable effects of inlet ~

pressure and temperature become large enough to offset the adverse
,effectof the inlet velocity, and the temperature rise attainable
begins to increase w#th simulated engine speed. At engine speeds

_=

of 68 percent rated rpm and greater, the temperature rise attainable
i.sequal to or greater than the temperature rise required and the
combustor is in the satisfactory operating range.

The effect on eltitude operational lhits of increasing the com-
pressor pressue ratio without changing mass flow is shown in fig-
ure 17 for a typical turbojet combustor. This change increases the
combustor-iriletpressure and temperature and reduces combustor
reference velocity. I?igure13 shows the combustor operating conditions “- ““”
for both compressor pressure ratios, as used for figure 17.

The altitude operational.limits of two turbojet engines of recent
design as determined in altitude-wind-tunnelinvestigations of the
complete engines are given in figure 18(a). The minimum speeds shown’
are established as the lowest syeed at which an engine can be operated
without encountering c~b~tfon blow-out, the minimm engine speed from
which it is possible to accelerate without encountering limiting f

turbine temperature, or the minimum idling spe~d recommended by the”
engine manufacturer. The maximum speeds shown we the speeds at which

●

limiting turbine-outlet temperatures ere encountered. The effect of
.

flQht Mach number on operating limits is illustrated by f@ure 18(a).
For exemple, in the case of engine 1, the minimum speed below “relative
altitude” of about 5 and at the lowest flight Mach number was the manu-
facturer’s recommended idling speed; however, the minimum speeds at the
higher flight Mach numbers were established by combustion blow-out.
Above the altitude where the abrupt change in minimum syeed occurred,
increases in flight Mach number had the opposite effect on minimum
s~eed for both enghes. In”this region, increasing flight Mach number
increased the operational limits for both engines.

Altitude-operational limits for a veriety of turbojet engines es
determined from combustor rese=ch are shown in figure 18(b). Because
results for different emzines are mlotted in figure 18(b), the inl.et-
air conditions for one c%bustor fie not
able to the inlet-air conditions for any
portion of the curve for comhuetor B was
laboratory air facilities were unable to

neceis~ily directly compar-
other combustor. The dotted
estimated, inasmuch as the
duplicate-the combustor-inlet

...
.

.
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conditions at the simulated altitude. Figure 18(b) is intended od.y to
show that all.turbojet ccmbustors encounter altitude operational litits.

A The shapes of the several curves are similar.
:
d

Temperatures Available for Acceleration

The emount by which the combustor temperature rise attainable w’ith
slow fuel-flow adjustment exceeds the temp&ature rise required for
nonaccelerating engine operation is an approximate index of the avail-
able acceleration in that it is the msximum temperature rise available
for acceleration. As previously noted, such data sme not truly repre-
sentative of engine performance because atr flow and combustor pres,sure
and inlet temperature slso change as fuel flow is changed. The seine
discussion that explains the reason for sltitude operational li@ts
applies to the

u

In figure
that is 100° F
ditions can be
least a 100°F

temfirature rise available for acceleration.

19 Is shown a curve where a ccmbustor temperature rise
above the velue required for nonaccelerating engine con-
obtained, indicating that energy corresponding to at
cham?e in temperature is available for eltltudes and

engine speedabelow this curve. Below the next curve there ere 250° F
or more available for acceleration, and below the lowest curve there
are 500° F or more available. The data used to illustrate this per-

. fomance characteristic are for the combustor end the engine having a
compressor pressure ratio of 4 used for figure 17.

. This performmce characteristic is illustrated for a csn-type
cc?nbustorin figure 20. Figure 20 shows how much temperature rise in
excess of that required for steady-state o~ration can be obtained at
any simulated engine speed. The sea-level curve and the high-engine-
speed portion of the curve for 30,000 feet, which ere shown with no
data points, are imposed by the temperature-rise limitation stated by
the manufacturer for the engine used. The portions of the curves at
30,000 feet shown by data points for a slow throttle-opening time
and for a 3-second opening time represent actual temperature-rise
limitations imposed by the combustor. These limitations ere frequently
blow-out. Again, these data are simply illustrative because, with an
actual engine,.enginespeed would not remain fixed se the throttle is
opened; whereas in the combustor reseerch for figure 20 the simulated
engine speed was unchanged while establishing each temperature-rise
limit. The data do show one of the difficulties encountered in trying
to accelerate an engine at high altitude by raptdly increasing the
fuel flow.
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Specific Fuel Consumption

Combustion efficiency.
.

- In figure 9 is shown the effect of inlet-
alr pressure, temperature, and velocity on combustion efficiency for “-g ‘–
ranges of fuel-air ratio. Translated into-terms of eltitude and engine
speed, it is ayparent that copibustionefficiencies should be a maximum

l-l

at low altitude and high engine speed where combustor-inletpressure
and temperature are q meximum and should decrease as sltitude is
increased or es engine speed is decreased. The veriation of combustion
efficiency with eltitude and engine speed for the combustor of the
engine with a compressor -pressureratio of 4 of figures 13 and 17
is shown in figure 21; this perfomnance is ,typicd.of other combuetors.
The vmiation of combustion efficiency with altitude for several com-

—

busters at engine speeds of 100 and 80 percent of normal rated speed
is given in figure 22. Trends, but not absolute values, of combustor-

—

inlet-air conditions as a function of altitude are comparable emong
the curves in fi~e 22 inasmuch as each engine has an approximate
compressor yessure ratio of 4 at full speed. CordxastorsB and C had
duplex-type fuel nozzles; the other combustors had fixed-orifice hollow-
spray cone fuel nozzles.

The data show that the combustion efficiency of each of the several
combustors decreases regulerly and appreciably es altitude is increesed.
When figures 21 and 22(a) are compered with figure 22(b), ccffubustion
efficiency is seen to decrease with a decrease in engine speed. As
expected, the decrease in couibustor-inlet-airpressure and the decrease

*

in combustor-inlet-airtemperature as altitude.is increased or engine
speed is reduced cause lower combustion efficiency. The lower fuel
flows that ere required at high altitudes and at reduced engine speeds

.

are achieved by reducing fuel-injection pressure. This reduction neces-
sarily alters the characteristicsof the fuel spray and thus may affect
the combustion. Even the two canbustors having duplex-type fuel
nozzles, combustors B and C, however, display performance characteristics
closely similer to the other combuetors (fig. 22). The effect of fuel
injection on combustion efficiency will not be discussed in detail in
this paper.

Visual observatlone reveel that as altitude is increased at a fixed
engine speed, the appearance of the combustion changes regularly from
a steady yellow flame, to a white flame tinged with blue} to a blue
fleme tinged with white and flickering at rapid frequency, to a darker
blue flame that flickers at lower frequencies and with greater ernpli-
tude, and finally to a pulsating blue fleme that may suddenly and
unexpectedly become extinguished. Similar observations are made as
engine speed is regulerly reduced at a fixed moderate or high altitude.
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These regular changes in the appearance of combustion me, of course,
accompanied by a reguler decrease in combustion efficiency until the

P altitude operational limit is reached. Thus a progressive depreci-
m &tion of the combustor performance occurs as eltitude is increased or
% as engine speed is decreased. Quantitative s~fic=ce iS not att~h~

to the color of the flames.

The implication of any decrease in combustion efficiency to the
performance of the engine is obvious; if thrust is maintained, the
specific fuel consumption of the engine will vary inversely as the
combustion efficiency. Obviously, the use of higher compressorpres-
sure ratios will aid the combustion process. A given combustor should
operate at least as well at 60,000 feet with a compressor pressure ratio
of 8 as it does at 45,000 feet with a compressor pressure ratio of 4.

Pressure loss in combustor. - As discussed under “Effect of Inlet-
Air Conditions on Combustor Performance,” the loss in static pressure
by the gases flowing through the combustm consists of the pressure
drop due to aerodynamic dreg end the pressure drop required to accel-
erate the fluid from its inlet velocity to the outlet velocity.
Although the total-pressuke loss correlates best as a function of the
ratio of combustor-inletdensity to combustor-outletdensity when
expressed in tmnne of an inlet dynamic pressure for the conibuetor,it
is more meaningful.for engine performance to express the pressure loss
in terms of the percentage of the totel pressure at the combustor inlet.

. Combustor pressure loss reduces the cycle efficiency of the gaa-
turbine power plant; in an exact analysis the combustor pressure loss
is deducted from the pressure achieved by the compressor. In figure 23
sre shown the effect of ccmbustor totel-pressure loss on the thrust end
specific fuel consumption of two typical turboJet engines, one with a
compressor pressure ratio of 6 and one with a compressor pressure ratio
of 4, for a flight Mach nmnber of 0.656 at sea-level’altitude with a
turbine-inlet temperature of 1500° F. The thrust and the specific fuel ~
consmnption sre shown as a ratio to the thrust and fuel consumption with
no combustor pressure loss. These particular curves are intended to
illustrate the order of megnitude of the effect of ccmbuetor pressure
loss on engine performance; A more generalized treatment is found in
reference 17. Typicsl pressure-loss ratios ere of the order of 0.04 to
0.06 for combustors of current design. A 3- to 4-percent decrease in
thrust and a 3- to 5-percent increase in fuel consumption from the ideel
are therefore attributed to pressure loss in the ccmbustor. Needless to
say, this pressure loss cannot be eliminated. Examination of dtie~i~e
data indicates that more than one-helf of the total-pressure loss is
usually due to aerodynenic dreg rather than momentun. The loss due to
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aerodynamic &g inoreases with any change in engine-operating con-
ditions that,increases the combustor-inletdynamic pressure. The
momentum loss increases directly with any increase of the tempematmre
ratio across the combustor.

~

A chart is presented in referenoe 18 from which the total-pressure- 2

loss ratio together with the pressure-loss
momentum-pressure-lossratio comprising it
values of the combustbr-inletweight flow,
and the cmbustor-outlet temperature.

ratio due to drag and the
can be estimated for known
temperature, and pressure,

Temperature Distribution

Stress considerations of the turbine blading, especially on the
rotor, determine the optimum distribution of gas temperatures at the
combustor outlet. Usually this opthuum temperature pattern has temper-
atures increasing radially from turbine-blade root to tip, and tempera-

—

tures uniform circumferentially. Deviations from an optfmm outlet-
temperature distributioneither shorten the turbine blade life or
necessitate operating the gas-turbine engine at low temperature and
thus at low power, or at low power and at low efficiency. The effect
of combustor desiaon temperature profile will not be discussed in
detail in this paper. Ordinarily the combustor inlet-air conditions of

—

pressure, temperature, and velocity do not affect the outlet-temperature -
distribution unless these conditions are made so unfavorable for com-
bustion that unsteady burning Is encountered. It is shown in the
section ‘!Effectof Inlet-Air Conditions on C.ombustorPerfozmancse”that

.

the nonuniformity of the combustor-outlettemperature distribution may
be expected to increase as combustor temperature rise is increased.
The data in table I show that the effects of altitude and engine speed”
on outlet-temperaturedistribution for two annular combustors are about
as expected; in general, the mean temperature deviation frum the average
combustor-outlettemperature increases with increase in engine rotor
speed and increase in altitude. Mean temperature deviation increases —

at engine speeds requiring high cmabustor temperature rise and is
greatest at the high-engine-speed,high+ltitude condition where not
only a high combustor tem~rature rise exists, but combustor perform-
ance is depreciated to low efficiency and to unsteady burning because
of the high-altitude condition.

Effect of Water in Inlet Air

Investigationswere conducted on a single can-type combustor to
determine the maximum quantity of water that could be injected into
or upstream of the combustor without reducing the attainable
combustor-outlettemperature below the value required for engine
operation. At each altitude investigated,water was sprayed into the
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inlet-air duct at a point 62 inches upstream of the combustor until.
the combustor-outlettemperature required for full-speed engine oper-
ation without water injection at that altitude cotildnot be achieved

; regardless of fuel flow. These data are shown in figure 24 as the
m ratios to air mass flow ,ofwater flow, fuel flow, and total liquid

flow at the limiting liquid-flow conditions. Air flow, pressure,
and temperature at the combustor inlet were maintained at the same
values during the water-injection investigations as specified for
combustor”operation without water addition. Also shown in figure 24
are the points at sea level where water added at the inlet of a full-
scale engine with the same combustors was noted as interfering with
the combustion process and causing afterburning through the turbine.

At least below altitudes of 5000 or 10,000 feet, even the very
heaviest rains reoorded at ‘groundstations do not add sufficient water
content to the ccnnbustor-inletair to impair the combustion prooess.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Several general statements can be made about the relations between
the operating variables and the steady-state performance of combustors
for aircraft gas turbines. These statements are based on the accumu-
lated results of systematic research with a number of different ccm-“
busters wherein factors such as inlet-air pressure, temperature, and
velocity and fuel-air ratio are independently varied and the effect

. on performance characteristics noted. The primary difficulty in such
research is that it is virtually impossible to vary o~rating param-
eters independentlywithout affecting one or more sigdficant factors
in the ccmibustor;for example, in varying fuel-air ratio, either air
flow or fuel-injection pressure must necessarily also be varied. At
present these parameters have not been generalized to a combustor
equation in a totally satisfactory manner although researoh of this
type is in progress. Nevertheless, t’hegeneral trends observed shcmld
prove useful for further researoh and development and provide insight
into the effect of combustion on turbine-engine performance. Research
on problems of design, fuels, and the transient phen~m of ignition
and acceleration have helped to develop the concepts and understanding
of the combustion processes in the turbine engine, but these investi-
gations are outside the scope of the ~sent paper.
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CONCLUSIONS .

1. The following conclusions pertain to aircraft gas-turbine ca-
bustors of the liquid-fuel type in general use at present and operating

~
with the fuels for which they were designed - gasoline or kerosene:

(a) The combustion efficiency and the maximum obtainable tempera-
ture rise decrease if: (1) the oombustor-inlet pressure is decreased, “
(2) the ccmbustor-inlettem~rature is decreased, or (3) the combustor
reference velocity is increased. Ausefu.1 correlation usually results
when the combustion efficiency is plotted against the prcduct of inlet
pressure and temperature divided by a reference velocity.

(b) As predicted from theoretical considerations,the ratio of the ‘
total-pressure drop through the combustor to a reference dynamic pres-

—

sure correlates as a straight-line function of the ratio of the iriLet-
ai.rdensity to the outlet-gas density with pressm dro~ increasing as
the density ratio increases.

(c) The average deviation from the mean annbustor-cutlettempera-
ture is unaffected by inlet-air conditions except in certain combustors
where these conditions cause pronounced unsteady burning or partial
vaporization of the fuel within the in~ection system.

2. At a given flight speed, engine speed, and altitude, the com-
bination of combustor inlet-air pressure, temperature, ah velocity,
and the outlet temperature required determine the combustor Perfomnce.
Thus, froqthe observations described, the effect of combustor perform-
ance on engine ~rformance is noted as follows:

.
—

.

+-—

altl%a;

limit in

(b)
impose a

For any aircraft turbine engine, at each engine speed.an
exists above which the engine will not operate because of a
temperature rise available from the ccmbustor.

The same factors that impose an altitude operat5.onallimit
llmit on the temperature rise available for acceleration at

.-

altitudes near the operational limit.

(c) Combustion efficiency decreases with increasing altitude and
decreasing engine speed. ,

(d) Examination of etiensive data on ccmbustors of current design
indicates that pressure loss’in the combustor to the extent of 4 to
6 percent of the combustor-iulettotal pressure is usual, reducing the
thrust of a typical turbojet engine by 3 to 4 percent and increasing
the fuel consumption by 3 to 5 ~rcent for full-speed operational

.

.
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sea level. More than one-half of the pressure loss is usually caused
by aerodynamic drsg in the combustor.

r
wa (e)~e average deviation from the mean combustor-outlettempera-
m ture is generally the greatest at high-sltitude, full-engine-speed

conditions where high outlet temperatures and depreciated combustion
sre encountered. “

(f) Even the heaviest rainfall recorded at ground stations does
not add enough water to the inlet air to impair the performance of
the combustor.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Cleveland, Ohio.
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TABLE I

MEAN ~TURE DEVIATION AT VARIOUS FLIGHT CONDITIONS

~

ltitude Engine speed Mean temperature deviation
(ft) (percent rated rpn) at combuetor outlet, %’

Combuetor 1 Combustor 2

35,000 33 128 ---

42 IJ.8 188
67 --- 162
92 165 ---

100 200 ---

40,000 33 --- 2L5
42 --- 197
50 182 ‘ ---

. 67 205 158
92 201 ---

100 202 ---

45,000 33 --- 224
42 --- 196
50 ,153 199
58 115 188
67, ” 164
03 230 ---

92 240 255
100 248 ---

50,000 67 225 180
75 247 ---

83 245 ---

92 281 293

100 275 ---

55,000 67 --- 195
75 171 ---

92 304 345,

100 355 ---

60,000 75 , --- 255

83 --- 308

92 ---’ 335
100 425 ---

8
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iigure9. - Variationof mean temperaturerise throughcombuetorwith fuel-airratiofor ccmbuntor -
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